Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) block presents a channel attention mechanism for modeling the global context via explicitly capturing dependencies between channels. However, we still poorly understand for SE block. In this work, we first revisit the SE block and present a detailed empirical study of the relationship between global context and attention distribution, based on which we further propose a simple yet effective module. We call this module Linear Context Transform (LCT) block, which implicitly captures dependencies between channels and linearly transforms the global context of each channel. LCT block is extremely lightweight with negligible parameters and computations. Extensive experiments show that LCT block outperforms SE block in image classification on ImageNet and object detection/segmentation on COCO across many models. Moreover, we also demonstrate that LCT block can yield consistent performance gains for existing state-of-theart detection architectures. For examples, LCT block brings 1.5∼1.7% AP bbox and 1.0%∼1.2% AP mask gains independently of the detector strength on COCO benchmark. We hope our work will provide a new insight into the channel attention mechanism.
Introduction
Attention mechanism has achieved remarkable success in a variety of recognition tasks such as semantic segmentation [40, 6, 20] , image classification [9, 33, 17] and object detection [34, 41] . It is typically plugged into existing deep networks [13, 37, 31, 39, 15, 42, 14] to improve the representational power. One of the most prominent work is Squeeze-and-Excitation network (SENet) [17] , which is a channel attention mechanism that aims to selectively emphasize informative channels and suppress less useful ones by explicitly modeling interdependencies between channels. SENet achieves significant performance gains across various models and has been applied in a variety of vision tasks [30, 25, 38, 14] .
To dive into this attention mechanism, we are curious of the following two questions: 1) What is the relationship between global context and attention distribution? 2) Which channels are less useful? To answer these questions, we visualize the average global context features before and after rescaling and the corresponding attention activations on ImageNet validation set. For ease of observation, the average global context features before rescaling are sorted in ascending order, as shown in Fig. 1 . Interestingly, we observe that SE block presents a negative correlation that global context features with larger absolute values tend to be attached with smaller attention activations, indicating that channels with these context features are generally less useful. By learning such a correlation, SE block effectively suppresses these channels and reduces the contextual differences between channels, which allows subsequent filters to extract useful semantic features, thereby improving the representational ability of the network. Given this observation, a question naturally arises: Can we lean such a correlation in a better way? SENet has illustrated that explicitly modeling interdependencies between channels is effective. However, a po- tential problem is that when the dimension of the feature channel is high, modeling for entire channel dimension makes it difficult to learn such correlation accurately in that a lot of irrelevant information from other channels can be introduced. A feasible way is to boost the capacity of context feature transform module, as shown in GENet [16] , but it will significantly increase the complexity of the model.
In this paper, we aim to explore a more efficient algorithm to learn the above negative correlation. To achieve this, we propose a simple yet effective module, called Linear Context Transform (LCT) block, which is extremely lightweight, adding almost negligible parameters and computations. Specifically, LCT block formulates the context feature transform as the composition of two cheap operators: a normalization operator, which normalizes the context features within each group, and a transform operator, which models the global context for each channel independently. Using this decomposition, LCT block can effectively exploit the global context. We empirically demonstrate that our approach outperforms SE block across different architectures and visual tasks. More importantly, we find that the roles of the fully connected (FC) layers in SE block are similar to those of the two operators in LCT block. We also investigate the differences between SE block and LCT block in terms of attention distribution and global contextual features. It is found that LCT block better learns the negative correlation and the learned attention distribution produces smaller fluctuations than that of SE block (Fig.  3) . In summary, our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We present an empirical study of the relationship between global context and attention distribution of SENet. We find that there is a negative correlation between them, which helps researchers better understand channel-wise attention and facilitates further progress in this context.
• We propose a simple yet effective attention block (LCT) for global context modeling. To our knowledge, this is the first work to model global context for each channel independently.
• Comprehensive experiments on three visual recognition tasks (image classification on ImageNet and object detection/segmentation on COCO) demonstrate the superiority and generalization of our approach.
Related Work
Normalization Batch normalization (BN) [19] is a milestone technique that normalizes the statistics for each training mini-batch to stabilize the distributions of layer inputs. It enables deep networks to train faster and more stably. However, the property that depends on the mini-batch size leads to a rapid decline in network performance when the batch size becomes smaller. A series of normalization methods [1, 32, 36, 29] have been proposed to address this issue caused by inaccurate batch statistics estimation. Layer normalization (LN) [1] computes the statistics along the channel dimension and is well suited for recurrent neural network. Instance normalization [32] proposes to perform the normalization across spatial locations. Group normalization (GN) [36] divides the channel dimension into groups and normalizes the features in each group. Since GN does not exploit the batch dimension, it is still able to achieve high accuracy even in small batch size. The design of LCT block is inspired by GN. Instead of stabilizing the distribution of layer inputs, LCT block is essentially an attention mechanism that aims to model the global context effectively.
Attention modules Recently, several attention modules [5, 34, 7, 8, 18] have been proposed to exploit the feature context to enhance the representational power of the networks. In particular, SENet [17] develops a lightweight attention block to recalibrate feature channels by exciting the aggregated contexts from original features. Further, GENet [16] proposes a gather-excite framework for better context exploitation and yields further performance gains at the expense of increasing parameters. GCNet [3] combines simplified non-local block [34] and SE block [17] to effectively model the global context via addition fusion. In addition to channel attention, CBAM [35] and BAM [26] exploit both spatial and channel-wise information to yield further performance gains. SKNet [22] proposes a dynamic selection mechanism that enables the network to adaptively adjust receptive field. More recently, Li et al. [21] introduce a spatial group-wise enhance module to spatially enhance the semantic expression in each group, showing excellent performance in image classification and object detection.
Our work builds on the idea developed in SE block. However, different from SE block, LCT block implicitly captures channel-wise dependencies and linearly models the global context of each channel, which is more lightweight and effective.
Method
In this section, we first review the design of SE block, and then introduce our proposed linear context transform (LCT) block.
Revisiting the SE block
SE block aims at emphasizing informative features and suppressing less useful ones by modeling the channel relationship. To exploit contextual information, SE block proposes to squeeze global spatial information. Specifically, it aggregates global context information across spatial dimension by global average pooling operation. Further, to fully capture channel-wise dependencies, SE block excites the aggregated contexts using two FC layers. Here we define X ∈ R C×H×W as the input feature maps of SE block, where C is the number of channels and H, W are the spatial dimensions. The SE block can be written as
where · denotes channel-wise multiplication and g(·) denotes global average pooling to generate channel-wise statistics. W 1 and W 2 denote the weights of FC layers. σ(·) denotes sigmoid function.
As shown in Fig. 1 , SE block performs a non-linear transform to learn a negative correlation between global context features and attention activations by explicitly capturing interdependencies between channels. However, introducing irrelevant information from other channels makes global context modeling difficult, resulting in incorrect mapping. To tackle this problem, we propose LCT block.
Linear context transform block
Here we formally introduce LCT block and describe its operation as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
As summarized in GCNet [3] , global context modeling framework can be abstracted as three modules: (a) context aggregation; (b) context feature transform; (c) feature fusion. LCT block also follows this framework.
Context aggregation Context aggregation aims to help the network capture long-range dependency by exploiting information beyond the local receptive fields of each filter. A number of aggregation strategies can be chosen to aggregate contextual information, such as second-order attention pooling [7] , global attention pooling [16, 3] , and global average pooling [17] . Complex aggregation operators can be used to improve performance of LCT block, but are not the focus of our work. Hence we also simply employ global average pooling to aggregate the global context features across spatial dimensions generating a channel descriptor as
Context feature transform To effectively and efficiently model the context feature, LCT block introduces a pair of lightweight operators: a normalization operator, which normalizes the global context features in each group, and a transform operator, which takes in the normalized global contexts to produce the importance scores. Specifically, we first divide the descriptor z into groups and then normalize it within each group along channel dimension. More formally, we define v i = {z mi+1 , ..., z m(i+1) } as a local contextual representation, where i ∈ {0, ..., G − 1} and G are the index and the number of groups respectively. m = C/G is the number of channels per group. The normalization operator ϕ can be expressed as:
where µ i and σ i are the mean and standard deviation of the i-th group computed by:
Here is a small constant. S i is the set of the i-th group of channel indexes. The normalization operator plays two crucial roles in context feature transform. First, it enables each channel to adjust its own context feature by perceiving context information within each group, which implicitly captures dependencies between channels. Second, it can effectively eliminate the inconsistency of context feature distribution caused by different samples, which stabilizes the distribution of global context features.
Next, we define a transform operator to be a function ψ: R C → R C that maps the gathered context featuresẑ to the importance scores a, formulated as:
. w and b are trainable gain and bias parameters of the same dimension asẑ. Note that the transform operator ψ is a per-channel linear transform, which means that information from other channels is not considered in the context transform process. In addition, it only introduces the parameters of w and b, which are almost negligible compared to the entire network. Interestingly, the composition of two operators can be regarded as a special case of GN where the spatial height H and width W are 1. In the case of G = 1, it is equivalent to LN. But it is worth noting that the transform operator in LCT block is designed to transform the global context features, not to compensate for the potential lost of representational ability caused by normalization.
Feature fusion Finally, the feature fusion module modulates the input features by conditioning on the transformed contexts. Specifically, the output Y ∈ R C×H×W of LCT block is obtained by rescaling the original response X according to the attention activations σ(a) and can be expressed as:
Relationship to SE block LCT block shares the same context aggregation module and feature fusion module with SE block. The main difference between them is the context transform module, which reflects different perspectives of two blocks for global context modeling. First, SE block makes use of global information from other channels to help model the global context, which actually increases the complexity of context transform. Conversely, our LCT block simplifies global context modeling by independently transforming the global context of each channel. Such additional benefit is that LCT block is more lightweight than SE block. The number of parameters in SE block is 2C 2 /r, while the number of parameters in LCT block is C, where r is the reduction radio. Apparently, LCT block has significantly fewer parameters. Second, SE block explicitly captures channel-wise dependencies using two FC layers, while our approach implicitly captures dependencies with each group by normalization operator. The results in Table. 2 show that normalization operator can effectively capture dependencies with each group.
Experiments
In this section, we first evaluate the proposed LCT block on the task of image classification on ImageNet-1K Table 4 . Effect of inserting a normalization operator before the two FC layers of SE block. The backbone is ResNet50. [28] . Then, we conduct extensive ablation experiments on ImageNet-1K. Finally, we experiment in the COCO 2017 dataset [23] to demonstrate the general applicability of LCT block.
Image Classification on ImageNet
The ImageNet 2012 dataset contains 1.28 million training images and 50K validation images with 1000 classes.
Implementation details
We train all models from scratch on 4 GPUs for 100 epochs, using synchronous SGD optimizer with a weight decay of 0.0001 and momentum 0.9. The initial learning rate is set to 0.1, and decreases by a factor of 0.1 every 30 epochs. The weight initialization is adopted in [12] . For ResNet50 backbone, the total batch size is set as 256. For ResNet101 backbone, we reduce the batch size to 220 due to the limited GPU memory. The stand data augmentation is performed for training: a 224 × 224 crop is randomly sampled from a 256 × 256 image or its horizontal flip using the scale and aspect ratio augmentation. Input images are normalized using the channel means and standard deviations. Table 5 . Ablation results of initialization with LCT-ResNet50 on the ImageNet validation set.
As is widely practiced in [17, 35] , our LCT blocks are inserted into each residual block of ResNet. We use 0 and 1 to initialize all w and b parameters respectively. G is set as 64 by default. To make a fair comparison, the baseline models are reproduced in the same training settings. We report the top-1 and top-5 classification accuracies on the single 224 × 224 center crop in the validation set. Table 1 presents the main results of our experiments. We observe that LCT block performs better than SE block with fewer parameters and less computation regardless of the depth of the backbone. Compared to ResNet, our LCT block adds few parameters and computations, but achieves significant performance gains (> 1.0% ↑ on Top-1 accuracy) even in deeper ResNet101. Remarkably, LCT-ResNet50 is able to outperform ResNet101, which indicates that the improvements brought by LCT block exceed the benefits of increased network depth (51 layers). These results demonstrate that LCT block is effective for image classification.
Classification results
Analysis and discussion To gain some insight into the channel attention mechanism, we investigate the relationship between global context features and attention distribution. Specifically, we first compute the average global context features before and after rescaling and the corresponding attention activations across 1000 classes on ImageNet validation set. Then we sort the average global context features in ascending order for better observation. Fig. 3 shows the results of the first block at different stages.
We observe that both SE block and LCT block learn a negative correlation that global context features with larger absolute values tend to be assigned smaller activations, which suggests that channels with these context features are generally less useful. This is reasonable to some extent, since a large amount of noise is more likely to exist in these channels. When the magnitude of the features of some channels is dramatically larger than that of other channels, subsequent filters will par more attention on these less useful channels, leading to incorrect semantic representation learning. By performing feature recalibration, both blocks effectively suppress these channels and reduce the contextual differences between channels, which enables subsequent filters to capture important semantics of each channel. In a sense, global contexts like an indicator that which channels need to be suppressed.
While both blocks learn a similar attention distribution, there are several differences. First, the attention distribution learned by LCT block is more stable because no other channel information is introduced in the transform operator. Second, LCT block does not over-suppress the original feature responses, thus retaining important semantic information. These findings provide explanations for the effectiveness of LCT block. 
Ablation study
Number of groups In this experiment, we assess the effect of group number on the performance of LCT block. As shown in Table. 2, LCT block is not sensitive to the group number, which is reasonable because the mean and variance do not change significantly with the number of channels per group. We observe that when G = 128, the network has failed to converge since too many groups lead to incorrect statistics estimation. In the extreme case of G = C, the statistics can not even be calculated. When G = 64, the performance is slightly higher than that of other settings, indicating that introducing too much information from other channels is not helpful. By default, we set G = 64 for LCT block. Moreover, LCT block consistently outperforms SE block for all values G, which suggests that the normalization operator can capture interdependencies between channels well, even in the extreme case of G = 1.
Normalization operator To investigate the influence of normalization in LCT block, we conduct experiments by removing the normalization operator from LCT block. Table. 3 shows the results. It is clear that LCT block without normalization operator suffers considerable performance degradation. This comparison shows that global context can not be effectively transformed using transform operator alone. It also demonstrates that normalization operator can effectively eliminate the inconsistency of context feature distribution and captures dependencies between channels well.
We have seen that normalization operator can improve the performance of LCT block and would like to explore whether normalization operator can also help SE block yield further performance gains. For this purpose, we insert a normalization operator before the FC layers of SE block. We refer to this block as SE+. G is set to 64. The results are shown in Table. 4. We find that normalization operator does not bring significant gain to SE block. The top-1 accuracy of SE+ block is slightly inferior to ours. Based on these results, we can draw the following conclusions: 1) The two FC layers in SE block not only can transform the global context features, but also effectively prevent the inconsistency of feature distribution caused by different samples, which is surprisingly similar to two operators in LCT block. The difference is that LCT block decomposes the roles of two FC layers into two independent operators, each of which performs its own functions. 2) After normalization, a per-channel linear transform is sufficient to transform the global contexts. Introducing information from other channels complicates context feature transform. These findings provide an explanation for the effectiveness of LCT block.
Transform operator Next we study the effect of transform operator. To this end, we retain the normalization operator and remove the transform operator from LCT block. The results are shown in Table. 3. We observe that perfor-mance is noticeably reduced and is slightly worse than that without normalization operator, suggesting that transform operator is vitally important for global context transform. The reason is that normalization operator can not learn the negative correlation between global context features and attention distribution. We also find that LCT block with two operators achieves the best performance, which indicates that two operators are complementary and indispensable for global context modeling.
Initialization Table 5 shows the ablation results of initialization. Different from the initialization in GN, IN and LN, we find that it is more appropriate to initialize w and b to 0 and 1 respectively, which is consistent with the finding in SGE [21] . Initializing w and b to 0 gets suboptimal results. As shown in Fig. 3 , we observe that most of the attention values fluctuate around 0.5 for both SE block and LCT block. Hence a possible explanation is that initializing w to 0 makes σ(0 ∼ 1) around 0.5, which is conducive to the learning of attention distribution. When w = 1 and b = 0, LCT block achieves the worst results, because the transform operator is designed to transform the context features rather than compensate for the lost of representational ability caused by normalization.
Object Detection and Segmentation on COCO
Next we evaluate our block on object detection and instance segmentation on COCO 2017 [23] . We train using 118k train images and evaluate on 5k val images. The COCO-style average precisions at different boxes and the mask IoUs are reported.
Implementation details All experiments are implemented with mmdetection framework [4] . The input images are resized such that the long edge and short edge are 1333 and 800 pixels respectively. We train on 4 GPUs with 1 images per each for 12 epochs. All models are trained using synchronized SGD with a weight decay of 1e-4 and momentum of 0.9. According to the linear scaling rule [10] , the initial learning rate is set to 0.005, which is decreased by 10 at the 9th and 12th epochs. The backbones of all models are pretrained on ImageNet. We finetune all layers except for c1 and c2 with FPN [24] , detection and segmentation heads. During finetuning the BathNorm layers are frozen. Other hyper-parameters follow the default settings of the mmdetection framework. The backbone is ResNet101 in all experiments.
Object detection We assess the ability of LCT block generalize to the task of object detection. To this end, we insert LCT blocks into four state-of-the-art detection frameworks, including Faster RCNN [27] , Mask RCNN [11] , Cascade RCNN [2] and Cascade Mask RCNN [4] . The results on val set are given in Table 6 . We observe that our approach is better than SE block with fewer parameters and less computations regardless of the detectors, which indicates that modeling global context for each channel independently is also effective on the task of object detection. In addition, compared to baseline, LCT block consistently yields 1.5 ∼ 1.6% AP bbox 0.5:0.95 points with almost no extra parameters and computations, suggesting that our approach is widely applicable across various detector architectures. We also find that LCT block greatly improves the detection performance of Faster RCNN, Mask RCNN and Cascade RCNN for small objects with the gain exceeding 1.9% AP mask small . For Cascade Mask RCNN, the detection performance of large objects is significantly boosted (2.4% ↑ AP mask large ).
Instance segmentation Finally, we would like to evaluate whether LCT block can be generalized to instance segmentation. We select two popular frameworks, Mask RCNN and Cascade Mask RCNN. As can been seen in Table 7 , LCT block also outperforms SE block, which is consistent with the results in image classification and object detection. When adopting stronger detector Cascade Mask RCNN, the improvements achieved by LCT block are still significant, suggesting that our approach is complementary to the capacity of current model. Compared to baseline, LCT block can boost performance by 1.1 % AP mask 0.5:0.95 regardless of the strength of the detectors. These results suggest the generalization and effectiveness of our approach.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an in-depth study of the relationship between global context and attention distribution. Then we considered the question of how to effectively learn the correlation between them. To this end, we introduced a simple yet effective channel attention architecture, LCT block, to explore this question and provided experimental evidence that demonstrates the effectiveness and generalization of our approach across multiple visual tasks. In further work, we plan to develop more efficient algorithms to exploit feature context, which may provide new insights into channel attention mechanism.
